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Problem: 
How do I configure my VersaLogic CPU board to boot from the DiskOnChip (DOC)? 

Background: 
The following VersaLogic CPU boards provide a DOC socket for M-Systems DOC 2000 
devices: 

 686-2 
 EPM-CPU-3 (Bobcat) 
 EPM-CPU-6/7 (Panther) 
 EPM-CPU-10 (Jaguar) 
 VSBC-6 
 VSBC-8 

The reference manual for your board contains instructions for installing a DOC chip and 
enabling it in CMOS Setup. 

Solution: 
To perform the procedure below, you need the following: 

 The M-Systems software utility DFORMAT.EXE. (The utility can be found on the Internet 
through a Google search. If you have trouble finding it, contact VersaLogic Support.) The 
utility must be run from DOS or a DOS window. 

 The latest M-Systems DOC firmware image, which is included in the above package. 
The firmware image filename is DOCn.EXB, where n is the version number; for example, 
DOC514.EXB. 

 A drive from which you can format the DOC with the system files for your operating 
system (OS) of choice. 

This procedure will work whether you have another IDE drive connected to to the system or not. 
The /FIRST flag used with DFORMAT designates the DOC as drive C:. An IDE drive connected 
to the system will become drive D:. 

Procedure 

1. Enter CMOS Setup by pressing Delete during the early boot cycle. 
2. Enable the DOC in the CMOS Custom Configuration screen.  

Custom Configuration | DiskOnChip = BaseAddress 

Where BaseAddress is a value indicating the location of the DOC in memory. The values 
vary depending on the BIOS version. You can select any value, but take note of it 
because you will need to supply the address in a later step. 

3. Save the CMOS settings and reboot. 
4. Format the DOC using DFORMAT. (See the DiskOnChip Software Utilities User Manual 

for a full description of the utility and its parameters.) 

dformat /win:BaseAddress /s:Firmware /first 
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Where BaseAddress is the DOC memory location and Firmware is the name of the 
firmware file.  

5. Reboot and enter CMOS Setup. 
6. Designate drive C: in the BOOT ORDER in the Basic CMOS Configuration screen; for 

example:  

Basic CMOS Configuration | BOOT ORDER | Boot 1st = Drive C: 

7. Save the CMOS settings and reboot. The system will boot from the DOC.  

Related Articles: 

 VT1415 DiskOnChip Limitations 
 VT1336 How to Reduce Boot Time and Memory Usage of Large Capacity DOC Chips 
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http://www.versalogic.com/kb/KB.asp?KBID=1415
http://www.versalogic.com/kb/KB.asp?KBID=1336

